Options and Accessories for Lightning Bug Boats
(Options should be ordered with boat, accessories can be added later)

OPTIONS for LIGHTNING BUG BOATS:
BUILT-IN AFTDECK COOLER $580
Cooler installed in aft deck, accessed by a hatch neatly cut from the mahogany deck. Perfect for
entertaining—holds approximately two bags of ice and eight to twelve drinks. Connected to an overboard
drain— so there’s no need to empty ice. Our most popular option.
GOLD LEAF (23 carat) LETTERING IN NAME $280
Hand applied by a local craftsman. A hand painted name is included with the boat price, we only
charge extra if gold leaf is requested. Also available are 3” state registration numbers: 23k. gold foil: $110,
colored vinyl: $70
RESERVE BATTERY BANK $950
A second bank of batteries (55 amp hrs.) installed under the aft seat—gives an additional 1½ to 3 hours
running time. Mainly used when the boat is to be used for longer than four hours without recharging. The
system includes a separate monitoring gage for each battery bank.
LIFTING EYES $350
Used for overhead cable lift systems sometimes found in boathouses or at a dock. This option is not
needed if the boat is to be lifted using a more common under-boat lift. Also sometimes used on yacht tenders.
CANOPY TOP $2,050
For that “Turn of the Century” look. A nine-foot long canopy of Sunbrella fabric with a wood framework
and mahogany poles. One person can install it in less than five minutes—has an overhead courtesy and
running lights built in.
FULL DEPTH KEEL $420
Provides additional protection to the running gear (propeller and rudder) when grounding is expected,
such as in coastal areas and shallow rivers. It also allows the boat to be beached (pulled up on shore). This
keel will make the boat ride 4” higher on a trailer and consequently a bit more difficult to trailer launch from
shallow boat ramps.
STEREO SYSTEM $950
A hidden six-speaker system designed to surround you with sound while at the same time not distract
from the classic look of the Lightning Bug’s interior. Hooks up to your phone or IPod. A remote volume control
is located next to the driver’s controls.
ACCESSORIES and COVERS for LIGHTNING BUG BOATS
FOLDING COCKPIT TABLE—OILED TEAK $520, VARNISHED MAHOGANY $600
A small folding table for drinks or hors d’oeuvres. It can easily be removed and stored under the fore
deck. Another very popular item. The mahogany table includes a cushioned cloth storage bag (also available
with the teak table for $30).
CUSTOM TRAILER $1,350
A 1000 lb. capacity trailer custom built for the “Lightning Bug”. Equipped with curved fitted bunks, jack
stand, LED lights, bearing protectors, winch and tie downs. Has twelve-inch wheels for easy maneuverability.
A 2” ball hitch is standard but another size can be substituted. A top quality trailer. The overall boat/trailer
length is 19’ from tip of trailer tongue to the stern of the hull.
VINYL DOCKING FENDERS $30 per 2
Taylor 3 ½” X 13” soft white protective fenders. Practical and inexpensive. Larger sizes are available.
HAND-KNOTTED SOFT COTTON FENDERS $130 per 2
Classic knotted 4” diameter fenders. The craftsmanship which go into these fenders is impressive.

ACCESSORIES and COVERS for LIGHTNING BUG BOATS (continued)

EXTRA SET OF CUSHIONS $490
This is becoming a popular request. Some people get an extra set of vinyl cushions for use when
fishing or taking the pets out for a spin. The price is the same for either Sunbrella® fabric or vinyl.
HANDHELD CORDLESS SPOTLIGHT $70
The 24-volt operating system of the boat makes a conventional spotlight difficult to accommodate. This
300,000 candle power cordless light is a practical and convenient solution. It recharges with any 110 volt outlet.
COVERS:
TRAILERING COVER $790
Outside storage cover of Sunbrella marine fabric complete with cockpit support slats to keep the rain
from pooling. This cover extends down to the waterline and has ties along the bow and bottom to hold it snugly
to the hull. Very quick and easy to put on. (for all hull styles)
IN-WATER DECK COVER $860
A specially fitted Sunbrella cover, which allows access to the cleats and chocks of the boat. It extends
eight inches below the sheer and is held in place during high winds with soft lead weighted rope sewn inside its
bottom edge. A crosswise zipper located in the cockpit area draws the cover tight without having to access the
ends of the boat. Also includes cockpit support slats and rope tie loops. It can be used for trailering but the
entire hull will not be covered. (for painted hulls)
IN-WATER (OR LIFT) FULL COVER $890
Very similar to the in-water deck cover, i.e., cleat and chock access, soft lead rope weight, support slats,
and crosswise cockpit zipper, but it extends down to the waterline to protect mahogany hulled boats from the
sun. This cover also works well for boats stored on a lift. It is perfectly suitable for trailering. (for mahogany hulls
or for use on boat lift with any hull)

IN-WATER DECK COVER FOR BOATS WITH A CANOPY $960
Same In-water deck cover as above with the addition of Velcro-tabbed cutouts for the canopy poles. (for
painted hulls)

IN-WATER (OR LIFT) FULL COVER FOR BOATS WITH CANOPY $990
Same In-water full cover as above with the addition of Velcro-tabbed cutouts for the canopy poles. (for
mahogany hulls or for use on boat lift with any hull)
Note: The above covers are all typically made using gray Sunbrella® marine fabric, with a navy blue transom panel and a
sewn in red trailering safety flag. Other colors could be substituted at an additional cost.

ELASTIC COVER $410
An economical soft canvas cover perfect for inside storage that is easy to put on. It has a contrasting
color at the transom to make it easy to identify front from back. Equipped with eyelets for tie down ropes but
because it is not a tailored fit, the cover will billow some if trailered at high speeds, and is not designed to shed
rain.
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